Split
Furniture design
02/2019
Hong Kong design brand Honed in
collaboration with Kennifstudio, a
collection designed with engineered
marble. Split is a multi-purpose
chair

designed

with

engineered

marble. The slats, made from this
marble, are strong yet light and
makes it suitable for both outdoor
and indoor use. Presenting a new
typology for marble furniture.

More details :
kennifstudio.com

Spin
Furniture design
02/2019
Hong Kong design brand Honed in
collaboration with Kennifstudio, a
collection designed with engineered
marble. Spin is a multi-functional
unit

with

integral

storage

and

comes in two different heights. It
can be used as stool, side-table, or in
combination to form a coffee table.

More details :
kennifstudio.com

Mur
Furniture design
02/2019
Hong Kong design brand Honed in
collaboration with Kennifstudio, a
collection designed with engineered
marble. At the threshold of tradition
and innovation, Liminal combines
classically beautiful marble with
advanced
and

production

methods

of

technology

installation

to

create a refreshingly new approach
to sustainable and functional wall
decoration.

More details and Accessories:
kennifstudio.com

What It Feels Like to be Bullied
Installation design
designed with Kay Chan
05/2019

To control and silence their victims,
bullies use tactics like isolation,
exclusion and physical or verbal
violence. Taking these tactics as her
starting point, local artist Kay Chan
created What It Feels Like to be
Bullied,

a

series

of

interactive

devices that allow viewers to experience what it feels like to be a victim
of bullying. By creating works that
simulate bullying environments, Kay
hopes to encourage audiences to be
kinder, more compassionate and
more empathetic, and to act to help
prevent bullying.

More details
https://www.facebook.com/kaychanwanki/videos/10161763777285150/

Yes ! Kids can - PMQ Seed
Workshop
08/2019

In 2019 summer, I have invited by
PMQ to be a tutor of a group of
primary school. We aim to experience a round of design thinking
process.

Through

interview,

prototype making to inspire the kids
imagination.
In order to create a system can allow
primary students to express their
creativity to social good. A sustainable and simple system for making
furniture is a must. Thurs, I tested a
few plastic bottle joints by hot gun.
The recycling plastic bottle turns a
certain

form

for

holding

the

bamboos. And turns out they can
handle the material and also able to
create furnitures.

NINE
Furniture design
12/2019 (coming soon)
This project has been initiated by
the

Hong

Kong

Furniture

and

Decoration Trade Association (HKF&DA), with our partner country is The
United

Kingdom.

Samuel

Chan,

Joined+Jointed founder involved as
our coordinator. In this project, the
brief of my group is furniture for
writing. We based on the structure
of chinese words to create 9 pieces
of furniture. The result will be
launched at BODW 2019 and the
SUPERDESIGN

SHOW

at

Milan

typographic

works

Design Week 2020.
Sammy

Or’s

and design brief inspired product
designer Kennif Li, architect Jackie
Luk and knot artist/designer Zoe
Siu to create a set of 9 furniture
pieces. Mentored by Milk Design
Founder Lee Chi Wing, they found
inspiration

in

the

structure

of

Chinese characters. By using 3x3
grid as a guide, they generated 9
three dimensional frames based on
9

selected

Chinese

proportions, which
wrapped

by soft

character

are filled
materials

become functional objects.

and
to

Siu Fok Camp Book
Assignments
6/2018

It is a lot of fantasy in camping to
every primary student especially the
first-time
graphic

participant.
involved

in

Thus

the

navigation,

castle, against the dragon, the prince
saving

the

their interest.

princess...for

inspiring

North Point
Methodist Church
Basketball Team
Recruiting Poster
Freelance
2/2018

Trinity is a basketball team in North
Point Methodist Church. The graphic
is edited from the photo of their
game last year. Their eyes in the
photo are the best attraction to
recruiting new team member.
The right triangle in the corner is a
form for collecting the new member
information. The people can keep
the upper part and send the triangle
to us. The triangle shape takes a
benefit on tearing the poster apart
easier.

Logo Design
Assignments
2/2017 - 5/2017

I were tasked to do a series of
assignments through which I were to
define and build myself up as a brand.
This required me to do an inner, very
personal search of what is the quality
that would separate me from the
pack, what is the thing that I believe in
most as creative professionals, and can
it be distinctive enough to make my
recognizable on the over-saturated
market.

3x
3x

3x
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Freelance
5/2016

North Point
Methodist Church
Basketball Team
Jersey
Freelance
7/2019

Trinity is a basketball team in North
Point
Methodist
Church.
Their
basketball jersey design was inspired
by the pastor dressing. And the
triangle pattern is also represent their
religion, trinity. In the bottom, added a
biblical verse which is their belief.

